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Abstract

Nitric oxide was studied using the techniques of laser induced fluorescence and
resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization. A supersonic expansion beam consisting of
nitric oxide and argon gas was crossed with a laser beam. The A2!^ state of nitric oxide
was used as an intermediate in the ionization process.
Total fluorescence from the A2I,+state of nitric oxide was collected while the laser
source was scanned from 225.5 nm to 226.9 nm to produce an excitation spectrum.
Time-of-flight mass spectra of nitric oxide, argon, and nitrogen were collected to
verify the ions produced and to calibrate a newly constructed time-of-flight mass
spectrometer. In addition to the nitric oxide ions produced by the resonant process, argon
and nitrogen ions were produced as a result of non-resonant multiphoton ionization.
A Windows-based computer program was created to collect and manipulate data
from a digital oscilloscope. The program was written in Visual C++ and was run on an
IBM PC.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1. Introduction

Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) is a widely applicable and
extremely sensitive technique. REMPI is generally considered to be more sensitive than
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) for detection of small molecules in the gas phase at low
concentrations [1, 2]. REMPI spectroscopy can produce useful information about
molecules and their ions as well as aiding in determining internal state population
distributions [3-6].
The REMPI spectrum of nitric oxide has been studied by many groups [7-10], As
a result, nitric oxide was considered an ideal candidate for the calibration of a newly
constructed time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
A time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) has the advantage that it can collect
an entire mass spectrum in a single shot. The disadvantage of the TOFMS has classically
been its limited mass resolution [11], This drawback was considerably reduced by the
design of a two-stage TOFMS by Wiley and McLaren in 1955 [12], Further
improvements in mass resolution came with the design of the reflectron [13]. Theoretical
studies have shown that mass resolution in a linear TOFMS could be further improved by
the addition of more acceleration stages [14]. This work uses the Wiley-McLaren two
stage linear TOFMS.
The resolution of a mass spectrometer can be still further improved by the use of a
supersonic molecular beam [15, 16], A supersonic beam features a Maxwellian
distribution of molecular velocities strongly peaked around an average [17,18], A
supersonic beam is also a useful source of cluster production [19],

2
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The motivation for this work was to optimize and calibrate a newly constructed
TOFMS that will soon be used in cluster research. To this end, REMPI studies of NO
molecules and MPI studies of other molecules were undertaken, and a computer program
was written to facilitate data collection.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 features introductions to some
relevant theory. Chapter 3 deals with the specifications of the experimental apparatus.
Chapter 4 details the experimental procedures used. Chapter 5 includes collected results
and conclusions.

3
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Chapter 2
Theory
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2.1 The Two-Staee Linear Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

2.1.1 The Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
The mass spectrometer (MS) built for this experiment was a two-stage linear
time-of-flight (TOF) model, first used by Wiley and McLaren in 1955 [12]. A general
schematic of this is shown in Figure 2.1.
Ions are produced in the ionization region by a pulsed laser beam. These ions are
accelerated towards the drift tube by the electric fields between the accelerating grids and
drift tube, respectively. Metal meshes across the electrodes are indicated by dotted lines
in Figure 2.1 and help to reduce fringing field effects. After acceleration, the ions
traverse a relatively long field free region in the drift tube. The kinetic energy (Ek) of
each of the ions is given by:
[2 .1]
where q is the charge, V is the potential difference between the ionization region and the
point where the kinetic energy is measured, m is the mass and v is the speed.
The time (t) an ion takes to traverse the drift tube of length D is thus:
[2.2]
For a given drift tube length and accelerating potential, the flight time clearly depends on
the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion. For a given charge, a more massive ion will take
longer to reach the detector than a less massive ion. Once the ions reach the detector, the
output circuits will register them according to their arrival time. Thus the detector signal
as a function of time produces a mass spectrum. The major advantage of the time-of

5
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Figure 2.1 A two-stage linear TOF-MS with distances and applied voltages shown.
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flight design is that an entire mass spectrum can be acquired in one laser shot, although in
practice many shots are usually accumulated.

2.1.2 Mass Resolution
The main drawback to the TOFMS is the limited mass resolution available [11].
Manipulating equation [2.2], the resolution can be expressed as:
m _ t
Am 2At

[2.3]

where Am and At are the uncertainties in the mass and time, respectively. The mass
resolution depends on the finite ionization time, the finite ionization volume, and the
initial velocity distribution of the particles prior to ionization [20].
The effect of the finite ionization time is purely temporal. A particle that is
ionized at the beginning of the laser pulse will be accelerated to the drift tube and thus
collected by the detector sooner than a particle that is ionized at the end of the laser pulse.
A short laser pulse will reduce this effect. Also, since the broadening due to this effect is
a constant, increasing the total flight time by increasing the length of the drift tube will
reduce its influence on resolution.
The effect of the finite ionization volume is purely spatial. Ions formed at
different positions, which have different potentials, will therefore have different kinetic
energies (velocities) after acceleration. Additionally, ions formed at different positions
travel different total distances, and thus experience different flight times. These two
effects compensate for each other at a certain location in the drift path. This is discussed
in further detail in section 2.1.4 Spatial Focusing.
The effect of the initial velocity distribution on the mass resolution is both

7
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temporal and spatial. The initial velocity distribution is narrowed by the use of a
supersonic beam, which is discussed in section 2.2.

2.1.3 The Two-Stage TOFMS
The two-stage TOFMS was originally used by Wiley and McLaren in 1955 [12],
This design accelerates the ion in two stages. Given the distances in Figure 2.1, the total
time-of-flight (t) for an ion is.
t = ts +td +tD+tf

[2.4]

where tnis the time taken to traverse each distance s, d, D and f
For convenience, the initial location and velocity of the ions is taken to be zero.
In the ionization region, the ions experience a Lorentz force (F) of magnitude:
F = qEs = ma

[2.5]

where q is the charge on the ion, Es is the electric field strength, a is the acceleration and
m is the mass. Integrating equation [2.5] yields the velocity as the ion passes through the
aperture in the accelerating grid:
V, = — I,
m

[2.6]

A second integration gives the position in the ionization region as a function of
time. Rearranging this to solve for time yields:

which is the total time the ion is in the ionization region.
Applying the same Lorentz force equation to the acceleration region and
integrating twice gives the position in the acceleration region, d, as a function of time:

8
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d = ^ ± t2
d +v0td

[2 .8]

2m

In the acceleration region the initial velocity v0 is not zero, it is the final velocity in the
ionization region given by inserting equation [2.7] into equation [2.6]. As a result,
equation [2.8] becomes:
2 2 \2mE,s
2md
t ld +— J -----s~ t d - — = °
E d V <1
qEd

[2.9]

Solving this quadratic equation for td yields:

>*=:^ L{'Iu-EqEl)

P-io]

where U was defined such that:
U = sqEs +dqEd =qVs +<IvD- ^ A
V

[2.11]

2

U represents the total kinetic energy gained after acceleration. Equation [2.10] can be
rewritten as:
[m

2d
[

]

Using equation [2.2], the flight time in the drift tube is:

D

n u

=

[2.13]

A similar method applied to the small region between the drift tube and the
focusing disk gives the position of the ion in this reg io n ,/:

/ = i s r 'W

! r ''

Solving equation [2.14] for the time in the focusing region yields:
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[2,4]

[2.15]

The total time, ts +td+to +tf, is proportional to
2.1.4 Spatial Focusing
As discussed in the previous section, the finite ionization volume is a purely
spatial effect that reduces mass resolution. Ions with different starting positions have to
cover different distances to reach the detector, however, they also experience different
potentials and thus different resultant kinetic energies. There is a point along the flight
path where these two influences compensate for each other and equal masses (and
charges) will arrive at this point at the same time regardless of starting position. If ions
are formed between s = s0 + As and s = so- As, the flight time t(s) may be Taylor
expanded about s0:
[2.16]
To achieve first order spatial focusing, the first derivative dt/ds is set to zero at s0.
This represents ions with the same mass to charge ratio arriving at the detector at the
same time, regardless of their starting position. For simplicity, the effect of the small
region if) in front of the detector on the spatial focusing will be ignored. This is
equivalent to setting/ = 0 in equation [2.15]. The effect of this region on total flight time
is small enough that this approximation is valid [19]. Thus, inserting equations [2.7],
[2.10] and [2.13] into equation [2.4], setting the first derivative of [2.4], dt/ds, to equal
zero at s = so and rearranging to solve for D yields:

10
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Equation [2.17] can be rearranged to solve for the ratio of EdXoEs with some
difficulty. It is best done numerically, inserting the appropriate numbers for a particular
TOFMS. In this manner, spatial focusing may be achieved by adjusting the ratio of the
drift tube voltage to the accelerating grid voltage, which is more practical than changing
the length of the drift tube. The ability to easily achieve this first order spatial focusing is
the primary advantage of the two-stage Wiley-McLaren TOFMS. Second order spatial
focusing, where the second derivative cPt/ds2 is also set to zero, requires an additional
acceleration stage [14], This will not be discussed in detail in this work.

2.2 Supersonic Beams

A supersonic beam is created when gas under high pressure expands through a
small orifice into a region of comparatively low pressure. This expansion converts the
random thermal motion of the gas molecules into a directed flow. This is shown
conceptually in Figure 2.2.
For simplification, an ideal gas is assumed. The assumptions are also made that
no clusters are formed and that turbulence and heat conduction can be ignored. The
enthalpy of the gas at rest is Ho = cpT0 where To is the temperature prior to expansion and
5k
cp is the enthalpy/molecule which is 2 ; where k is Boltzmann’s constant. Ho is
converted into kinetic energy of the directed flow and a rest enthalpy (H) :

11
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Gas under high pressure

Vacuum

Figure 2.2 The concept of a supersonic expansion. Individual atomic velocities are
represented by arrows.
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H 0 = c pT0 = H + ^ m v 2

[2.18]

Defining T as a local temperature along a streamline of the expanding gas, the enthalpy
(H) is given by H = cpT.
The Mach number, M, is defined as the ratio of the local molecular flow speed to
the local speed of sound. This is given by:
v
v
A/ = - = - f =
*
fir
i m

[2.19]

where c is the local speed of sound, k is Boltzmann’s constant, m is the mass and ^is the
ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and volume, c /c v. Obviously, the term
“supersonic” indicates a Mach number M > 1. The velocities in a supersonic beam are
comparable to those of an effusive source, but they are greater than the local speed of
sound [21]. Combining equations [2.18] and [2.19], the local temperature along a
streamline can be expressed as:
T = ---- 7— 2--------

[2.20]

If it is assumed that entropy is conserved along each streamline [22], the Poisson
equations for an adiabatic expansion hold:
p

/

\7

p
Po~ <Po ;

(

p

N7

r
- 1

[2.21]

T

KJ o J

where the pressure (P), the density ip ) and the temperature (T) are coupled to their values
prior to expansion. Inserting equation [2.21] into equation [2.20] and rearranging to
solve for the Mach number yields:

13
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It follows from [2.22] that to achieve a supersonic beam,

The right hand side of inequality [2.23] is less than 2.1 for all gases [23],
The local Mach number, and thus the flow velocity, increases with increasing
reduced distance x/D, where x is the distance from the nozzle along the beam axis and D
is the nozzle diameter. Since the flow is supersonic and information propagates at the
speed of sound, the expanding gas does not “know” about the background pressure P and
it expands too fast to meet downstream boundary conditions. It is recompressed by a
system of shocks. The shock normal to the beam axis is known as the Mach disk. The
location {xM) of the Mach disk along the beam axis is given by [24]:
[2.24]
A skimmer should thus be placed along the beam axis at a point between the nozzle and
the Mach disk.
The speed distribution corresponding to a flux density on the axis is taken as a
Maxwellian distribution superimposed on a mean speed, u [25]:
3

[2.25]
A larger Mach number corresponds to a smaller temperature and thus a narrower speed
distribution. The reduction in thermal motion may lead to effective cluster formation
[26].
14
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2.3 Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization

The technique of resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) is a
sensitive method for the detection of molecules in the gas phase [1]. In this technique,
one or more photons first excite a neutral gas molecule or atom. This excitation is then
followed by ionization by one or more additional photons.
A common case is a “1 + 1” REMPI system in which both the resonant and
ionization transitions are facilitated by photons of the same wavelength from the same
laser source. “1 + 1” refers to one photon being used to excite the molecule and one
additional photon ionizing it. A schematic of 1 + 1 REMPI is provided in Figure 2.3.
The rates of the processes represented in Figure 2.3 can be described by:
Resonant Absorption Rate = koiINo

[2.26a]

Stimulated Emission Rate = ki0INi

[2.26b]

Ionization Rate = knJNi

[2.26c]

Decay Rate = - N ]

[2.26d]

T

where Aoi, Mo, and kn are the rate constants for resonant absorption, stimulated emission
and ionization, respectively, N
o, M , and N2represent populations in the ground,
intermediate, and ionization states, respectively, r is the lifetime of the intermediate
state, and I is the laser intensity. The rate constants ko\ and Mo are related through the
statistical weights of the molecular levels and are proportional to the Einstein B
coefficients. The rate constant for the ionization M2 , is proportional to the
photoionization cross section.

15
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Ion Continuum

Ionization

Intermediate State
Decay
Resonant
Absorption

Stimulated
Emission

Figure 2.3 A schematic of 1 + 1 REMPI with transitions to and from the
intermediate state indicated. No, Ni, and N2 represent the populations in the ground,
intermediate, and ionization states, respectively.
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Rate equations for the populations of each of the three states are:
^ 0

= - i olW o(<)+*lo/Af,(O

[2.27a]

= kMIN0(()- M l _ t /JV (,) _ * IN (,)

[2.27b]

at

at

^ Q

t

= *,2W ,(r)

[2.27c]

A term corresponding to repopulation of the ground state due to spontaneous
emission from the excited state has been omitted from equation [2.27a], This effect is
usually negligible since many pathways are accessible to fluorescence from the excited

state. The excited state decay term

r

in equation [2.27b] can also be neglected in

cases where the lifetime ris long in comparison to the pulse length of the laser. This is
often the case for the excited states of diatomic molecules [3],

2.3.1REMPI o f Nitric Oxide
The (0,0) band of the A2T,+-X 2II transition in nitric oxide is an example of a 1 + 1
REMPI system. The corresponding energy level diagram is shown in Figure 2.4. The
lifetime of the intermediate state has been measured to be approximately 216 ns by
Zacharias et. al. [27], The photoionization cross-section for NO A - NO+Xhas been
measured to be approximately 7.0xl0'19cm2 by Zacharias et. al. [7],
As can be seen in Figure 2.4, seven vibrational levels of the NO+X xl f state are
accessible by absorption of two 226 nm photons. It is expected however, that most of the
NO+ ions are produced in the v = 0 vibrational level. While there is no strict vibrational
selection rule, this is due to the Frank-Condon principle [28], Since the excited neutral
17
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NO

226 nm

Energy
(eV)

6

NO
226 nm

R
Figure 2.4 A partial energy level diagram for NO and NO+ with the relevant
electronic states shown.
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state has approximately the same geometry as the final ion state, the minimum of the
potential curve of the ion state is nearly directly above the minimum of the potential
curve of the excited neutral state. Whenever this is the case, ions will be produced almost
exclusively in the v = 0 level in a 1 + 1 REMPI process [29]. For the NO case described,
this has been demonstrated by Jacobs et. al. by recording a photoelectron spectrum [2].

19
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Chapter 3
Apparatus Description

“The only laser that’s working is the laser pointer.”
- An un-named colleague of a speaker at a
biochemistry conference after being asked
why his experiments weren’t going well.

20
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3.1 The Laser System

Both excitation and ionization of the molecules was facilitated by a tuneable dye
laser pumped by the third harmonic of a Quantel International Nd:YAG laser, model
number YG661-10. Daily realignment of both the commercial Nd:YAG laser and the
dye laser was crucial to obtaining strong output.
The 355 nm third harmonic of the Nd: YAG laser was spatially separated from the
532 nm second harmonic by a prism. The second harmonic was absorbed by an
aluminum hood covered on the inside with black paper and placed over the output of the
Nd: YAG laser.
The dye laser consisted of oscillator and amplifier sections (see Figure 3 .1). The
third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser was directed into the oscillator section by a mirror
that reflected 25% of the UV light. The remaining 75% was reflected into the amplifier
section by a second mirror. Both beams were focussed onto UV transparent cuvettes by 5
cm cylindrical quartz lenses. The dye used was Coumarin 460 at a concentration of 2.5 x
10'3 mol/L with Ethanol as a solvent. This was experimentally found to be the optimal
concentration in both the oscillator and amplifier for maximum output of the dye laser.
The dyes were magnetically stirred. In practice, the dyes tended to produce maximum
output for approximately 5 - 7 hours when the laser repetition rate was set to 2 Hz before
they needed to be replaced.
The oscillator section consisted of the magnetically stirred cuvette, a homemade
quad-prism beam expander [30], an output coupler, and a Bausch and Lomb diffraction

21
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Figure 3.1 The laser system, consisting of a two-stage dye laser pumped by the third
harmonic of an Nd: YAG, and a frequency doubling stage using a BBO crystal.
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grating with a 2400 mm1groove density in a Littrow mount. The Littrow mount
required the laser beam to be expanded to fill the grating before being reflected in the
opposite direction. The grating angle could be changed by a stepper motor controlled by
the HPVISA program on a PC. This angle determined the output wavelength of the dye
laser. Using Coumarin 460 dye, the wavelength ranged from 440 - 475 nm.
The amplifier section consisted of the cuvette followed by a lens, which focussed
the output beam onto a BBO doubling crystal.
The required incident angle of the dye laser fundamental on the doubling crystal
was determined by the phase matching condition [19], and thus varied with wavelength.
The angle of the doubling crystal therefore had to be changed as the grating angle was
changed. To accommodate this, the crystal was placed on a rotating aluminum stand with
a micrometer screw that was connected to a stepper motor. This stepper motor was
controlled by the computer using the HPVISA program. A calibration to determine the
number of steps to change on the doubler in relation to the number of steps changed on
the grating was found experimentally. A cubic relationship produced the best results in
practice.
The required orientation of the doubling crystal depended greatly on temperature
and it was necessary to glue a ceramic insulator between the crystal and the aluminum
stand. This prevented heat transfer from the stepper motor to the BBO crystal. Without
this ceramic insulator, a consistent calibration could not be obtained.
1.0 steps on the dye laser counter corresponded to approximately a 0.09 nm
change in wavelength for the fundamental.

The dye laser wavelength was determined

by directing the fundamental into an ISA HR320 monochromator followed by a Princeton
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Instruments model TCCD-1024MLOG-H1 Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera. The
monochromator spatially spread incident light across the 1024 x 256 pixel array of the
CCD camera. The monochromator was controlled by Princeton Instruments software on
a PC, written in Spectrum Basic by Lee [21]. The collection and manipulation of the data
from the CCD camera was facilitated by a CCD Spectrometric Multichannel Analysis
(CSMA) program on the PC.
The second harmonic of the dye laser was spatially separated from the
fundamental by a quartz prism. A pair of mirrors maximizing reflection at 266 nm
directed the second harmonic into the beam utilization chamber. A 23 cm focal length
lens placed above the chamber focussed the beam into the interaction region with a spot
size of approximately 1 mm in diameter.

3.2 The Vacuum System

The vacuum system consisted of three regions. A large chamber housed the
pulsed valve, which produced the supersonic jet. A skimmer separated the large chamber
from a smaller chamber where the photoionization occurred. This was coupled to a timeof-flight tube (see Figure 3.2).
The large chamber contained a 0.45 cm in diameter stainless steel tube, which
was fed through a flange to the outside where a gas cylinder was connected by a hose.
The cylinder was usually set at pressures o f40 - 100 psi. On the far end of the tube,
within the chamber, was a General Valve model number 9-442-900 pulsed valve.
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The valve consisted primarily of a solenoid containing a metallic armature that
held a teflon poppet (see Figure 3.3). When sufficient current ran through the solenoid,
the armature would be pulled back against a spring by the magnetic field. This pulled
the attached poppet away from an orifice connected to a 0.25 mm diameter homemade
nozzle. Repeated use of the valve caused wear in the poppet and it was replaced
approximately every 2 weeks to avoid substantial leakage of gas. Both the valve and the
laser were triggered by a homemade delay generator. The optimal delay between the
trigger pulses for the valve and the laser was found to be approximately 7.0 ms. The pulse
width of the valve driver pulse was 2.5 ms, and the pulse voltage was 42.5 V. Both were
typically run at a rate of 2 Hz. The valve was pulsed at a low rate to ensure the pressure
in the interaction chamber and time of flight tube was sufficiently low to safely operate
the Channeltron ion collector.
An Edwards EH500A mechanical booster pump backed by an Edwards E2M80
two-stage rotary pump evacuated the large chamber. They maintained a pressure of less
than 1 x 10‘3Torr in the chamber.
The interaction chamber was separated from the large chamber by a sandwiched
flange that held both a tightly fitting sleeve for the pulsed valve and a skimmer with a 0.2
mm diameter orifice. A micrometer screw was used to adjust the distance between the
valve nozzle and the skimmer over a range of approximately 1.5 to 4.5 cm. The typical
nozzle-skimmer distance used was 2.0 cm. The sleeve was designed to hold the nozzle
firmly in place and maintain alignment with the skimmer orifice. The gas was forced
through the pulsed valve and into the chamber supersonically by a backing pressure of 40
-100 psi, which was adjusted by the regulator attached to the gas cylinder. The skimmer
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Figure 3.3 A schematic of a pulsed valve
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collimated the supersonic beam, selecting only those molecules with a velocity in the
direction along the time-of-flight tube.
The interaction region was 23 cm from the valve nozzle. The laser beam
intersected the interaction region in a direction perpendicular to the molecular beam.
Equidistant from the center of the interaction region were two metallic grids, spaced 2.54
cm apart, corresponding to the distance 2s in Figure 2.1. The grid nearest to the valve
had a positive voltage applied, while the grid nearest to the time-of-flight tube had an
V
equal negative voltage applied. The typical magnitude for each was -£-= 100 V. These
grids accelerated the positive ions towards the time-of-flight tube, and rejected the
negative ions.
The time-of-flight tube contained a drift tube of length D = 65 cm with grids at
both ends. This conducting tube had an applied voltage of Vd = - 125 V. The region
inside the drift tube was field-free in which the ions experienced no acceleration. The
first grid was located at a distance of d = 7 cm from the second of the acceleration grids
in the interaction chamber. The drift tube was electrically insulated from the outer timeof-flight tube by ceramic pieces, which also served to hold it in place. At a distance off
= 12.95 cm after the end of the drift tube there was a metal disk with V /= - 2000 V, to
focus the positive ions into the ion collector.
The interaction chamber was evacuated by an Edwards Diffstack 160 diffusion
pump, backed by an Edwards RV12 rotary pump. The time-of-flight tube was evacuated
by an Edwards Diffstack 100 diffusion pump, backed by an Edwards ED75 rotary pump.
Both diffusion pumps were connected with Edwards BRV25 backing-roughing valves so
that their respective backing pumps could be used to rough the chamber. Both diffusion
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pumps used Santovac 5, a high quality oil which minimizes backstreaming. The
diffusion pumps were water-cooled and contained internal water-cooled baffles. Small
amounts of diffusion pump oil could be seen in both regions as far as a few centimeters
above the quarter-swing butterfly valves that separated the pumps from the chambers, but
no oil was found anywhere near the interaction region, or within the time-of-flight tube.
The resulting pressure in the time-of-flight and interaction chambers was 1 x 10-6Torr
with no external load, and reached a maximum of 1 x 1O'4Torr with gas in the chambers.

3.3 The Data Collection System

3.3.1 The Photomultiplier
Fluorescence from the interaction region was monitored with an EMI-Gencom
model 9813QB photomultiplier with a FACT 50 Peltier cooler. The photomultiplier was
placed outside of the interaction chamber and viewed the fluorescence through a quartz
window in a direction mutually perpendicular to both the laser and molecular beams. A
copper tube blackened with Graphite 33 conductive coating from Kontakt Chemie was
placed in the flange that held the quartz window. The tube had a small slit on the end
closest to the interaction region. This was designed to reduce scattered light as much as
possible. Outside the chamber, the region where the flange met the hood at the cathode
of the photomultiplier was wrapped with black cloth to eliminate any outside sources of
light.
The photomultiplier was supplied with - 2400 V by a Fluke 413C power supply
and its output was connected by a 50 Q cable to the input of a Hewlett-Packard 54510A
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digitizing oscilloscope set to 50 Q input impedance. The oscilloscope was connected to
an IBM PC using an HP-IB 10833A cable. The PC had a GPIB card installed to accept
the cable. The HPVISA program collected and manipulated the fluorescence data from
the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was triggered by a photodiode placed to collect one of
the stray fundamental dye laser signals reflected from the prism after the BBO crystal.

3.3.2 The Channeltron
The ion collector at the end of the time-of-flight tube was a Burle Electro-Optics
model 4039SL channeltron electron multiplier operating in pulse-counting mode (see
figure 3.4). It was usually supplied with 2900 V. The channeltron output was connected
to a homemade preamplifier, then to an Ortec 454 timing filter amplifier and finally to the
input of a Hewlett Packard 54510A oscilloscope. The timing filter amplifier was
typically set to a gain of 15. The output of the oscilloscope was collected and
manipulated by the HPVISA program on a PC. A photodiode triggered the oscilloscope
with a stray fundamental dye laser beam.
The channeltron was sensitive to charged particles, photons and even impact from
neutral molecules. Thus, an ionization gauge directly above the channeltron had to be
turned off when ions were being collected.

3.3.3 The HPVISA Program
HPVISA is an acronym for ‘Hewlett Packard Virtual Instrument Software
Architecture’. It is a library of programs and subroutines that can be used to develop
software to allow communication between Hewlett Packard oscilloscopes and Windows
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Figure 3.4. The electric circuit used for a channeltron collecting positive ions in pulsecounting mode. All capacitors are 3.5 kV, 1.57 pp.
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based PCs. A number of programs for Windows based PCs were created using Visual
C++ that used this library. The programs collected and manipulated data from an HP
54510A digitizing oscilloscope and produced output signals to control the stepper motors
which controlled the laser wavelength and doubling crystal angle. The program is
referred to as the HPVISA program.
The core of the HPVISA program was developed by Mr. Mark Quimby. This
collected a digitized single shot from the oscilloscope and displayed it on the screen of a
PC. This utilized the option on the HP 54510A oscilloscope which quickly transferred
the entire available array of raw data on the oscilloscope to the PC. This included 8000
elements, each corresponding to a single pixel on the oscilloscope, so a wide time range
could be viewed at one instant. Further functionality of the HPVISA program was
developed by the author of this thesis.
One function of the HPVISA program was to collect an excitation spectrum. This
was accomplished by initially setting the laser to a particular wavelength, then averaging
a certain number of shots of the wavelength-blind photomultiplier signal on the
oscilloscope. Typically 16-24 shots were used. The signal included scattered laser light
and fluorescence from the molecules. The part of the signal after the scattered laser light
was integrated over time by summing the digitized output of the oscilloscope over the
appropriate time channels. The value of this integration was stored in an array and the
laser and doubler were then stepped to the next desired wavelength. This array thus
represented the total amount of fluorescence as a function of the wavelength of the
second harmonic of the dye laser.
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For the collection of time-of-flight data, a threshold value for the signal height
was set into the HPVISA program. At each time channel, in the digitized oscilloscope
output, the data was adjusted to give 0 or 1 depending on whether the signal was below or
above the threshold value. In this way the times at which the channeltron detected an ion
were marked for each pulse and this was added for all pulses. This was referred to as the
pulse-counting mode of the program. Usually several thousand shots were counted
before the stepper motors were moved to the next desired wavelength. After a scan was
completed, vertical lines could be moved to any locations in the array and the time
difference between these lines was displayed. Thus the time-of-flight information could
be extracted from the channeltron signal.
Any array created by the HPVISA program could be saved as a two-column .txt
file, which could be opened by most external spreadsheet or calculation programs.
The relevant sections of the HPVISA program are presented in Appendix A.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Procedure
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4.1 Calibration of the Laser Wavelength

The correlation between the dye laser grating stepping motor counter reading and
the wavelength of the fundamental output of the dye laser was determined by use of the
Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera connected to the monochromator. A flow of cold
water cooled the camera for 10 minutes before it was turned on, and dry nitrogen gas
flowed through the camera to prevent condensation on the optics.
Since the wavelength range for the Coumarin 460 dye pumped by the 3rd
harmonic of the Nd: YAG was 440 - 475 nm, an Argon lamp was used to calibrate the
CCD camera [31], Using this calibration, the 1024 pixels across the CCD camera could
be individually correlated to known wavelengths.
Once the CCD camera was calibrated, the fundamental o f the dye laser was
directed into the entrance slit of the monochromator. A peak would appear on the CSMA
program at the pixel representing the current dye laser wavelength. The dye laser grating
was then stepped and the new wavelength was recorded. This was repeated for the entire
lasing region. Linear, quadratic and cubic regressions were then executed in Microsoft
Excel to obtain equations relating the dye laser grating counter reading and the dye laser
wavelength. The cubic regression gave the best results experimentally so it was used in
practice.
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4.2 Aiming the Laser

Once the dye laser was aligned and proper orientation of the BBO crystal was
established, the second harmonic was spatially separated from the fundamental by a
prism. The second harmonic, which could be viewed by fluorescence on pieces of paper,
was then aimed at a mirror with a maximum reflectivity at 266 nm. This mirror directed
the beam to a second mirror placed 52 cm above the interaction chamber. Once this was
done, a long focal length converging quartz lens was placed 8 cm before the first mirror
to reduce the spreading of the beam over the ~ 3 m path length.
The reflection from the second mirror was directed through a quartz window at
the top of the interaction chamber, 12 cm above the interaction region. Suspended below
the quartz window, in the chamber, was an aluminum tube of 1 cm internal diameter.
This tube acted both as a holder for the acceleration grids around the interaction region,
and as an iris for the laser beam. The beam was viewed in the interaction region on a
piece of fluorescent paper taped to a screwdriver that was inserted through a blank flange
opposite the photomultiplier.
Once the beam was well centered in the interaction region, a 23 cm lens was
inserted above the chamber. The centering of the beam was maintained while the optimal
focusing distance was determined. The lens was attached to a 3-dimensional translator
for fine adjustments of both focal distance and position. The spot size of the focused
beam was roughly 1 mm in diameter. The pumps were then started and the system was
evacuated to pressures of 1 x 10"3Torr in the large chamber and 1 x 1CT6 Torr in the
interaction chamber and time-of-flight tubes. This typically took 3 - 5 hours. Further
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optimization of the beam’s position was determined by viewing the fluorescence on the
photomultiplier once the chambers were evacuated and the pulsed valve was activated.

4.3 Setting the Delay

Once the beam was reasonably well aimed and the chambers were evacuated, the
dye laser and BBO crystal were set to a wavelength at a peak of the known excitation
spectrum. The photomultiplier was supplied with - 2400 V and the gas cylinder was set
to 40-100 psi. The pulse generator controlling the valve and laser was turned on, and
the fluorescence was viewed on the HP 54510A oscilloscope, which was triggered by a
stray fundamental beam collected by a photodiode.
The pulse controlling the valve was monitored on a second HP 54510A
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope also displayed the signal from the photodiode which
measured the dye laser pulse. The delay between the valve opening and the laser pulse
was measured in this fashion.
The optimal delay between the valve and laser was then found experimentally by
monitoring the intensity of the fluorescence as a function of the delay. Once the
maximum amount of fluorescence was achieved, the optimal delay had been found. This
was typically 7.0 ms.
Additional fine adjustment of the laser beam position in the chamber was also
achieved at this time by monitoring the fluorescence.
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4.4 Collecting an Excitation Spectrum

Once the laser and valve conditions had been optimized as above, an excitation
spectrum could be collected. The laser and doubler were kept at an expected peak in the
spectrum while the parameters on the oscilloscope and the HPVISA program were set.
This included setting the timebase and voltage per division on the oscilloscope, and
setting the area to be integrated on the HPVISA program. When these conditions were
optimized for the expected peak, the laser and doubler were reset to a wavelength at one
end of the desired spectral region.
The HPVISA program was then run in integrating mode as the desired
wavelength region was scanned. A typical scan took approximately 20 minutes to
complete when the system was run at 2 Hz. The result of the scan produced the
excitation spectrum on the HPVISA screen, which could then be saved as a .txt file and
manipulated further in a spreadsheet or calculation program.

4.5 Collecting a Time-Of-Flight Spectrum

Before a time-of-flight spectrum could be collected, great care was taken to
ensure the pressure at the ion collector was sufficiently low. Too great a pressure would
dramatically reduce the collector’s operating lifetime, or even damage it irreparably
because of electrical arcs between the terminals of the channeltron. To facilitate this, the
valve was allowed to run for a few minutes while the pressure on the ionization gauge
above the channeltron was monitored. If necessary, the pressure could be reduced by
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decreasing the repetition rate of the pulsed valve, reducing the regulator pressure on the
gas cylinder, or using the micrometer screw outside the large chamber to move the pulsed
valve further away from the interaction region.
Once an acceptable pressure was reached, the acceleration grids, drift tube,
channeltron and ion focus power supplies were turned on and set to the desired voltages.
The channeltron output went through a preamplifier and a timing filter amplifier before it
was viewed on the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was triggered by the photodiode
collecting a stray fundamental signal from the dye laser. The ionization pressure gauge
above the channeltron was turned off so that the stray light would not cause additional
random signals on the channeltron.
A time-of-flight mass spectrum could then be collected at the current wavelength.
To accomplish this, a few shots from the oscilloscope were collected by the HPVISA
program, and a threshold level was set slightly above the level of noise. The program
was then run in pulse-counting mode (see section 3.3.3) for 500 - 1000 shots. This would
take approximately 4 - 1 0 minutes. The mass spectrum would then be shown on the
computer screen and could be saved as a two-column .txt file for viewing by a
spreadsheet or calculation program. The first column of the .txt file was the horizontal
pixel number corresponding to the time axis of the oscilloscope. The second column was
the vertical pixel number representing the quantity of ions detected at the corresponding
time over the duration of the scan. The time difference between any two pixels could
also be viewed on the HPVISA program.
The HPVISA program could also be set to run pulse-counting mode over a
wavelength region. The desired initial wavelength was set and the program moved the
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stepper motors appropriately. The final wavelength and the number of shots to take at
each step was set and the program scanned the wavelength region. A time-of-flight
spectrum was accumulated over the desired region.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
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5.1 Introduction

A linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) was calibrated by collecting
and comparing the mass spectra of different gases. Molecules were ionized by a pulsed
beam from a tunable dye laser. Ions were collected at the end of a time-of-flight tube by
a Burle Electro-Optics model 4039SL channeltron. The mass spectrum of 10% nitric
oxide (NO) in a balance of argon (Ar), the mass spectrum of nitrogen (N), and the mass
spectrum of pure argon were obtained and compared.
Initial alignment and timing concerns were resolved by collecting an excitation
spectrum from the NO A 2I + - X 2Tl system, which has previously been well studied by
various groups, such as Zare et. al. [2, 29]. The fluorescence due to emission from the
excited state was collected by an EMI-Gencom model 9813QB photomultiplier as the dye
laser wavelength was gradually changed.
Signals from both the channeltron and the photomultiplier were displayed on a
Hewlett Packard digital oscilloscope. The signals were then processed by the Hewlett
Packard Virtual Instrument Software Architecture (HPVISA) program on an IBM PC.

5.2 The Excitation Spectrum for NO

To ensure that the laser and gas beams intersected both spatially and temporally in
the chamber, a system was selected in which the intermediate state in the REMPI process
emitted fluorescence. A 1 + 1 resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
system of NO was chosen. The REMPI spectrum of NO has been studied thoroughly by
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many groups in the 1980’s [2, 3, 7-10,27, 29, 32], In this work, the (0,0) band of the NO
A 2E+ - X 2U transition was studied. The laser was tuned to a known absorption peak at
226 nm. The resulting fluorescence was viewed on the oscilloscope and the timing and
position of the laser beam were adjusted so that the signal was maximized. In this way,
the best intersection of the beams was obtained.
The excitation spectrum for the (0,0) band of the NO A 2Z+ - X 2H system was
produced when the laser was scanned from 225 .5 nm to 226.9 nm. Both the laser signal
and the total fluorescence were collected by the “wavelength blind” photomultiplier and
displayed on the oscilloscope. Since the lifetime of the excited state is approximately
216 ns [27] and the FWHM of the laser pulse was approximately 20 ns, it was possible to
set the HPVISA program to accumulate fluorescence only. This was done by setting the
time range in which the signal was integrated to be sufficiently after the end of the laser
pulse, while still containing a large portion of the fluorescence. The resulting excitation
spectrum is shown as Figure 5.1.
In Figure 5.1, the A 2I + - X 2n 3/2 and A 2I + - X 2Iim sub-bands are shown. The
wavelength at which each of the rotational lines is obtained shows agreement with the
known molecular constants for the states [27], When compared to existing spectra such
as the work of Zare et. al [29], the relative intensities of the rotational lines in Figure 5.1
indicate a molecular beam temperature of approximately 298 K, which would be
expected from a purely effusive source. A supersonic molecular beam is expected to
have a rotational temperature of 2-50 K [33], Under extremely well cooled conditions,
the excitation spectrum shown in Figure 5.1 would display only a single peak at
approximately 226.3 nm [34],
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Figure 5.1 The excitation spectrum for the (0,0) band of the NO A 2I + X 2Y\ system.
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It is possible that nitric oxide molecules were being trapped between the skimmer
and the nozzle by the valve holder, and that these molecules were interfering with the
supersonic molecular beam. The trapped molecules then leaked through the skimmer
into the interaction region and were excited by the laser. This would have effectively
been an effusive source of nitric oxide. To verify that a supersonic beam could be
produced, the nozzle was moved back into the large chamber and the laser was aimed at a
spot approximately 1.5 cm from the end of the nozzle, with no skimmer. The excitation
spectrum under these conditions is shown as Figure 5.2.
When compared qualitatively to existing theoretical calculations [34], the
excitation spectrum of Figure 5.2 indicates a rotational temperature of approximately 10
K, which would be expected from a supersonic beam. The valve holder has since been
redesigned to allow more gas to escape, and is being tested as of this writing.

5.3 The NO Mass Spectrum

The mass spectrum for a mixture of 10% nitric oxide in a balance of argon was
collected by the method of time-of-flight (TOF). The dye laser was tuned to the
absorption peak at 226 nm in the NO A 2Z+ - X 2H system. Ions were produced by an
MPI process and collected at the end of the TOF tube by the channeltron. The signal
from the channeltron was viewed on the digital oscilloscope. This signal was sent to the
IBM PC and viewed with the HPVISA program, where a broad time range could be
instantly examined. Thus the entire mass spectrum was displayed. Equation [2.17] was
used to select relative voltages for the acceleration grids and the drift tube to achieve
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spatial focusing. Further focusing was experimentally determined by slightly adjusting
the drift tube voltage and viewing the result on the mass spectrum.
A stagnation pressure of 60 psi was used to produce the TOF spectrum shown in
Figure 5.3. The mass/charge ratios have been determined by Equations [2.4], [2.7],
[2.12], [2.13] and [2.15] in section 2.1.3, with m in atomic mass units and Z in units of
electron charge. Calculations are shown in Table 5.1.
Considering these assignments, the species present are singly ionized nitric oxide
with m/Z =30, singly ionized argon at m/Z - 40, a singly ionized nitric oxide dimer at
m/Z - 60 and a singly ionized argon dimer at m/Z = 80. The peak assigned m/Z = 60 may
also be overlapping with an argon-nitric oxide heterocluster. The detection of the NO
dimer may also be suppressing detection of the Ar-NO cluster due to saturation effects in
the channeltron. The presence of both species may be further limited by direct breaking
of the van der Waals bond upon electronic excitation at the wavelength used. This
dissociation has been demonstrated for the NO dimer by Kajimoto et. al. [35], Direct
photodissociation has also been observed for the NO-Ar van der Waals molecule [36],
The intemuclear distance of the Ar (lS) + NO (A 2Z+) state is greater than that for the
ground state and the molecule is excited to the repulsive wall as a result [37], In both
cases, NO in the A 2I +state is generated by the dissociation process [38,39],
Figure 5.4 shows the time-of-flight spectrum for 10% nitric oxide in a balance of
argon using a stagnation pressure of 100 psi. The conditions were otherwise identical to
the 60 psi case in Figure 5.3. In this case, argon, particularly the argon dimer, dominates
the mass spectrum. Increased cluster production is expected at higher stagnation
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Figure 5.4 Time-of-flight spectrum for 10% NO in a balance of Ar. The
stagnation pressure used was 100 psi. m/Z assignments are shown above the
peaks, with m in atomic mass units. Details about these assignments are in the
text.
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pressures, and that seems to have occurred. NO dimer and Ar-NO heterocluster detection
may have been suppressed by the dissociation mechanism described above.

5.4 The Ar Mass Spectrum

To aid in interpreting the nitric oxide time-of-flight spectrum, a TOF spectrum of
pure argon was collected. This spectrum is shown in Figure 5.5. Voltage settings, laser
wavelength and alignment were identical to the case for the TOF of NO. Comparing
Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.5, two peaks appear at the same times in both cases, independent of
the presence of nitric oxide. They must therefore be due to argon, or background
materials in the chamber. A time-of-flight spectrum under identical conditions but with
no gas entering the chamber yielded no peaks and is shown in Figure 5.6. This confirms
that these two peaks represent pure argon.
Using the calculations in section 2.1.3 assigns m/Z ratios of 40 and 80 to the two
peaks in Figure 5.5 (see Table 5.1). Thus these two peaks represent Ar+ and 2Ar+
respectively. There are no excited states of argon resonant with one or more 226 nm
photons, so Ar+ must be produced by a non-resonant 3 photon MPI process [40].
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Figure 5.5 Time-of-flight spectrum for pure Ar at 100 psi. m/Z assignments are
shown above the peaks with m in atomic mass units. m/Z assignments are
discussed in the text.
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Figure 5.6 Time-of-flight spectrum with no external gas entering the chamber.
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5.5 The N? Mass Spectrum

The time-of-flight spectrum for pure nitrogen gas was collected under identical
conditions to the nitric oxide and argon cases. This spectrum is shown as Figure 5.7.
m/Z assignments were given based on the calculations in Section 2.1.3. The resulting
assignment of 28 for the first peak corresponds well with the case of a singly ionized
nitrogen molecule, N2 +. There are no bound excited states of molecular nitrogen resonant
with one or more 226 nm photons, thus N2 + is produced by a non-resonant 3 photon MPI
process [41-45],
The assignment of the later of the two peaks in Figure 5.7 of m/Z = 56
corresponds to a singly ionized N2 - N2 van der Waals dimer.

5.6 Conclusions

1 + 1 Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of nitric oxide was
achieved through the A 2I + - X 2I\ (0,0) transition using a 225.5 nm - 226.9 nm laser
source. Total fluorescence was collected while the laser wavelength was scanned,
resulting in an excitation spectrum with rotational peaks resolved.
A time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrum for 10% nitric oxide in a balance of argon
was collected, showing the ions produced by MPI processes.

Additional TOF mass

spectra were produced for pure argon and nitrogen to aid in interpreting the nitric oxide
spectrum.
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Time (ps)
Figure 5.7 Time-of-Flight spectrum for pure nitrogen at 100 psi. m/Z
assignments are shown above the peaks with m in atomic mass units. m/Z
assignments are discussed in the text.
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An extension to this work could involve 2 + 1 REMPI of the nitric oxide and
argon mixture with the Ar-NO*(C 2II) state as an intermediate using a 383 nm laser
source. No dissociation of the Ar - NO clusters should occur in this case.
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Product
NO (60 psi)

NO (100 psi)

Ar (100 psi)

N 2 (100 psi)

Table 5.1

Total Time - of - Flight (ps)

Calculated m/Z

17.86

28.9

20.94

39.7

25.90

60.8

29.92

81.1

17.82

28.7

20.98

39.8

25.72

59.9

29.78

80.4

21.10

40.3

29.76

80.3

17.62

28.1

24.86

56.0

Calculated masses corresponding to recorded times for each of the gases
sampled. Equations [2.4], [2.7], [2.12], [2.13], and [2.15] were used. The
total time - of - flight is equal to j^-C , where C is a constant that depends
V?
on the distances and voltages used. In this work, C = 0.052212701 m/V1/2.
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Appendix: The HPVISA Program

The small font text that follows contains the primary functional portions of the
C++ code contained in the doc file of the Hewlett Packard Virtual Instrument Software
Architecture (HPVISA) program used in this work. Most of the code pertaining to
displaying the data and target lines has been omitted to save space. The program was
written by Mr. Mark Quimby and the author of this thesis using Microsoft Foundation
Classes (MFC).
The following section contains the constructor, which opens communication
with the oscilloscope and initializes the variables used in the program:
// CHPVISADoc construction/destruction
CHPVISADoc: :CHPVISADoc()

{
// Open session to GPIB device at address 7
viOpenDefaultRM (&m_visDefaultRM);
viOpen (m_visDefaultRM, "GPIB0::7::INSTR", VI_NULL,VI_NULL, &m_visVi);
// Initialize variables:
m_pulsecountscan = 0;

// Operate in pulse counting mode or not

mPport = 0x3BC; // Printer port address
// Stepping motor counting variables:
mlasemow = O.f;
mlaserstart = O.f;
mdoublemow = 0.f;
mdoublerstart = O.f;
mlasemowf = O.f;
mlaserstartf = O.f;
mdoublemowf = 0.f;
mdoublerstartf = O.f;
mlaserendf = O.f;
m loopsf = 1;
mintDirection = 1;
m avgsf = 1;
mlaserstepf = 0. If;
// Calibration between laser stepper and doubler:
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inconstant = -1.40868679161399;
m linear = 4.28651047619;
mquadratic = 0.016671633053409;
m cubic = -0.00024695582223;
msumstyle = 0;

// Summation does or does not subtract values of opposite sign

resetdelay = 200000;
delay = 200000;

// Delay for resetting laser and doubler
// Delay for moving laser and doubler together

m zoom = 1;

// Sets width in pixels to default

// Text lines for making notes onscreen:
m textlinel =
m_textline2 =
m_textline3 =
mtextline4 =
m_textline5 =
mdisplaysum = 0;

// Display sum or read from scope

mintaverages = 8;

// number of averages to use

mintDisplaytimebase = 0;
mftimebase = 0.5f;

// Display time/div or pixels
// time/div in microseconds

mintLefltTLock = 0;
mintLeftTScrollPosition = 0;

// Lock left target line?
// Scroll position of left target line for locking purposes

mthreshold = 0;
m_pulsecounts = 1;

// Use threshold controls?
// Number of times to count in pulse counting mode

m filename = M
C:\\experiment";

// Save as txt location

m rightbuttondown = 0 ;

// Is the right mouse button down?

The destructor, which ends the communication session with the oscilloscope:
CHPVISADoc: :~CHPVISADoc()

{
// Close session with scope
viClose (mvisVi);
viClose (mvisDefaultRM);

}
The following opens a blank document, both when the program is started, and
when "New Document" is selected from the "File" menu:
BOOL CHPVISADoc: :OnNewDocument()

{
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if (!CDocument::OnNewDocument())
return FALSE;
// (SDI documents will reuse this document)
//initalize the variables
OnlnitializeVariablesO;
//get display data
GetDisplayData();
return TRUE;

The Serialize function, which tells the program what variables to look for when a
file is saved or loaded:
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CHPVISADoc serialization
void CHPVISADoc::Serialize(CArchive& ar)

{

if (ar.IsStoringO)

{

//loop through storing the data
for ( unsigned j = 0; j < ( 8000); j+ + )

{
ar « m_intData[j];

}
for (unsigned k = 0; k < 1200; k++)

{
ar « mintDisplaySumfk];

}
//get values to be saved:
ar « mintLeftT « mintRightT « mintDataScrollPosition
« mintDataScale « mintHorizontalT « mdisplaysum
« mintSumScale « mintSumScrollPosition « mzoom
« inconstant« mlinear « mquadratic « mcubic
« m textlinel « m_textline2 « m_textline3 « m_textline4
« m_textline5 « m laserstepf « m laserstartf;

}
else

{
//loop through loading the data
for ( unsigned j = 0; j < ( 8000); j+ + )

{

ar » m_intData[j];

}
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for (unsigned k = 0; k< 1200; k++)
{

ar » m_intDisplaySum[k];

}

II get values from saved file:
ar »
»
»
»
»
»

mintLeftT » mintRightT » mintDataScrollPosition
mintDataScale » mintHorizontalT » mdisplaysum
m intSumScale » m intSumScrollPosition » mzoom
inconstant» mlinear » mquadratic » mcubic
m textlinel » m_textline2 » m_textline3 » m_textline4
m_textline5 » m laserstepf » m laserstartf;

}
}

The following code contains the instructions that are executed when the user
inputs a command from a menu on the gui.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CHPVISADoc commands

The "Preinitialization" command, which tells the oscilloscope to erase the
the stored information and autoscale the display:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaPreinitialization()

{
// Erase memory on scope and autoscale:
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"ERAS PMEM0\n", 11, &m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"AUTOSCALE\nM
, 10, &m_uintSize);

}

The "Initialization" command, which tells the oscilloscope what settings to use
when transferring information to the PC. This command must be executed each time the
program is started:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaInitialization()

{

// Initialization of the digitize options
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"ACQUIRE:TYPE NORMAIAn", 20,
&m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"ACQUIRE:POINTS 8000\n", 20,
&m_uintSize);
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viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"WAVEFORM: SOURCE CHANNELl\n", 25,
&m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"WAVEFORM:FORMAT BYTE\n", 21,
&m_uintSize);

}

The "Digitize" command, which transfers the data from the oscilloscope to the PC
and displays it on the screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaDigitize()

{
m displaysum = 0;
// Make sure data from scope is displayed
m threshold = 0; // Disable pulse counting mode
// Digitization Routine:
viWrite(m visVi, (ViBuf)"DIG CHANl\nM
, 10, &m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"WAV:DATA?Vn", 10, &m_uintSize);
viRead(m_visVi, (ViBuf)m_chRawData, 8200, &m_uintSize);
mchRawData[m_uintSize]=0;
// Double the values for HP 54510A since it displays half as many pixels vertically:
for (unsigned r=0; r<8200; r++)
mchRawDatafr] = 2*m_chRawData[r];
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)M
RUN\n", 4, AmuintSize);
//attempt to store data
DataStore(m_chRawData);
ScaleData();
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}
The "DataStore" function, which adjusts values in the data so that they display
properly on the PC screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :DataStore(char chRawData[])

{

// store the data, oflset by 10 to align on PC screen and avoid junk values
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < (8200); i++ )

{
if ( m_chRawData[i+10] < 0 )
m_intData[i] = m_chRawData[i+10] + 256;
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{
//Initialize variables
// reset horizontal target line:
mintHorizontalT = 127;
//reset the left target line
mintLeftT = 150;
//reset the right target line
mintRightT = 400;
//reset default target line to left
mintLeftOrRight = 0;
//reset default over amount to 1
mintTargetOverAmount = 1;
//reset the data scroll positions
mintDataScrollPosition = 0;
mintSumScrollPosition = 0;
//initialize the summation
mintDataSumTotal = 0;
//seating factor to one
mintDataScale = 0;
mintSumScale = 0;
//printing status
mintPrintStatus = 0;
// reset text tines to blank
m textlinel =
mtextline2 =
m_texttine3 =
m_textline4 =
m texttine5 -

The "ScaleDown" command, which shrinks the data displayed on the screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnDataScaleDown()

{
// Scale data down
if (m displaysum — 0)

{
m intDataScale = m intDataScale -1;

}
if (m displaysum == 1)

{
mintSumScale — 1;

}
ScaleData();
if (mthreshold == 1)
{// Scaling in pulse counting mode:
for (unsigned 1 = 0; 1 < 8195; 1++)
m_intDisplayData[l] = m_intDisplayData[l]/2;

}
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//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}

The "ScaleUp" command, which increases the size of the data displayed on the
screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnDataScaleUp()

{

// Scale data upwards
if (m displaysum == 0)

{
mintDataScale = mintDataScale + 1;

}
if (m displaysum ==1)

{
mintSumScale += 1;

}

ScaleData();
if (mthreshold ==1)

{
// Scaling in pulse counting mode:
for (unsigned 1 = 0; 1 < 8195; 1++)
m_intDisplayData[l] = m_intDisplayData[l]*2;

>
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}

The "GetDisplayData" function, which ensures that the data manipulated by other
functions is the same as what is shown on the screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :GetDisplayData()

{

//set display data equal to data for manipulation
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < ( 8195 ); i++ )
m_intDisplayData[i] = m_intData[i];
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for (unsigned j=0; j < 1200; j++)
m_intDisplaySumToo[j] = m_intDisplaySum[j];

}

The "ScaleData" function, which executes the scaling when the "ScaleUp" or
"ScaleDown" commands are used:
void CHPVISADoc: :ScaleData()

{

if (mthreshold == 0)

{
// Scale data for scope display:
if (m displaysum == 0)

{
if ( mintDataScale < 0 )

{
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < ( 8195 ); i+ + )
m_intDisplayData[i] = m intDatafi] » -m intDataScale;

}
else

{
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < ( 8195 ); i+ + )
m intDisplayDatafi] = m intData[i] « m intDataScale;

}
}
// Scale data for sum display:
if (m displaysum == 1)

{
if ( mintSumScale < 0 )

{
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < ( 1200); i+ + )
m_intDisplaySumToo[i] = m_intDisplaySum[i] » mintSumScale;

>
else

{
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < ( 1200); i+ + )
m intDisplaySumToo [i] = m_intDisplaySum[i] «
mintSumScale;

}
}

}
}
The "Steppermotors" command, which brings up a dialog box for the user to input
previous and new positions for the laser and doubler stepper motor controllers, and
moves the motors appropriately:
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Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt
II Dialog box for controlling stepper motors
void CHPVISADoc: :OnSteppermotorsSteppermotors()
CStepperDialog aDlg; // Create a dialog box object
// Set values in dialog box to
// values previously used

aDlg.mlasemow = mlasemow;
aDlg. mlaserstart = mlaserstart;
aDlg. mdoublemow = mdoublemow;
aDlg.mdoublerstart = mdoublerstart;

DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO); // Turn all ofiF
if (aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK) // When 'okay' is hit, run motors

{
// Reset motors to desired postions to start
if (aDlg.m laserstart >= aDlg.m lasemow) // Go up

{

DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO); // All off to start
int i; int k; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.mlaserstart - aDlg.m lasemow); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOA); // Stepper 1, Up
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

if (aDlg.m laserstart < aDlg.m lasemow) // Go down

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO); // All off to start
int i; int k; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.m_lasemow - aDlg.m laserstart); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x08); // Stepper 1, Down
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
// Go down extra then go back up:
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int a; int b; int c; int d;
for(a = 1; a <= 10*(10); a++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (b = 1; b <= resetdelay; b++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x08); // Stepper 1, Down
for (c = 1; c <= resetdelay; c - h -) ; // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
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for (d = 1; d <= resetdelay; d++); // Delay
}

// Go back up
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int e; int f; int g; int h;
for(e = 1; e <= 10*(10); e++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(rn_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (f = 1; f <= resetdelay; f++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUcharfmPport, (UCHAR)OxOA); // Stepper 1, Up
for (g = 1; g <= resetdelay; g++); II Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (h = 1; h <= resetdelay; h++); // Delay

>
}
// Move doubler
if (aDlg.m doublerstart >= aDlg.mdoublemow)

// Go up

{
DlPortWritePortUcharfmPport, (UCHAR)OxOO); // All off to start
int i; int k; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.m_doublerstart - aDlg.mdoublemow); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxlO);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x30); // Stepper 2, Up
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxlO);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
}
if (aDlg. m doublerstart < aDlg. m doublemow)
// Go down
{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00); // All off to start
int i; int k; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.m_doublemow - aDlg.m_doublerstart); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Ppoit, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUcharfm Pport, (UCHAR)0x20); // Stepper 2, Down
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Ppoit, (UCHAJl)0x00);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
// Go down extra
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int a; int b; int c; int d;
for(a = 1; a <= 10*(10); a++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (b = 1; b <= resetdelay; tH-+); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x20); // Stepper 2, Down
for (c = 1; c <= resetdelay; C + + ); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (d = 1; d <= resetdelay; d++); // Delay

}
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II Go back up
DlPortWritePortUcharfmPport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int e; int f; int g; int h;
for(e = 1; e <= 10*(10); e++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0xl0);
for (f = 1; f <= resetdelay; f++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x30); // Stepper 2, Up
for (g = 1; g <= resetdelay; g++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxlO);
for (h = 1; h <= resetdelay; h++); // Delay

}
}
// Save current positions:
m lasemow = aDlg.mlaserstart;
mlaserstart = aDlg.mlaserstart;
mdoublemow = aDlg.mdoublerstart;
mdoublerstart = aDlg. mdoublerstart;

}
}
The "EditCoefficients" command, which displays a dialog for the user to input an
equation for moving the doubler stepper motor relative to the laser stepper motor:
// Dialog box for editing the coefficients for Stepper Control
void CHPVISADoc: :OnSteppermotorsEditcoefficents()

{
CCoefDialog aDlg;

// Create local dialog object

// Set values in dialog box to values used in document
aDlg.mconstant = inconstant;
aDlg.mlinear = m linear;
aDlg.mquadratic = mquadratic;
aDlg.mcubic = mcubic;
// Set coefficients when 'okay' is hit
if (aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK)

{

mconstant = aDlg.mconstant;
m linear = aDlg.mlinear;
mquadratic = aDlg. mquadratic;
m cubic = aDlg.mcubic;

}
}
The "TargetDown" and "TargetUp" commands, for the user to lower or raise the
horizontal target line:
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void CHPVISADoc: :OnTargetDown()

{
//move the target down
if (mintHorizontalT > 0)

{

m intHorizontalT - mintTargetOverAmount;

}
//make sure it doesnt cross the bottom
if ( m_intHorizontalT <= 0)

{
mintHorizontalT = 0;

}
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}
void CHPVISADoc: :OnTargetUp()

{
// move the target up
if (m intHorizontalT < 254)

{
mintHorizontalT += mintTargetOverAmount;

}
// make sure it doesn't cross the top
if (m intHorizontalT >= 254)

{
mintHorizontalT = 254;

}
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}
The "CollectData" command, which displays a dialog box for the user to input
starting stepper motor positions, step size, number of averages, type of data collection
and the number of times to repeat the process, then executes the data collection:
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaCollectdata()

{

CCollectionDialog aDlg;

// Create local dialog object

// Initialize values in dialog box
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aDlg. mdoublemowf = mdoublemowf;
aDlg. mdoublerstartf = mdoublerstartf;
aDlg. m laserendf = mlaserendf;
aDlg. m lasem ow f = mlasemowf;
aDlg.m laserstartf= mlaserstartf;
aDlg.m loopsf = mloopsf;
aD lg.m avgsf = mavgsf;
aDlg. mintDirection - mintDirection;
aDlg.m_pulsecountscan = mjpulsecountscan;
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00); // Turn all off
// Run program when 'okay' is hit
if(aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK)

{
// Reset motors to desired postions to start
if (aDlg.mlaserstartf >= aDlg.mlasemowf)// Go up

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00); // All off to start
int i; intk; inti; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.m_laserstartf - aDlg.m lasemowf); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOA); // Stepper 1, Up
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
}
if (aDlg.m laserstartf < aDlg.m lasemowf) // Go down

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO); // All off to start
inti; intk; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.m_lasemowf - aDlg.m laserstartf); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUcharfm Pport, (UCHAR)0x08); // Stepper 1, Down
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
// Go down extra then go back up:
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int a; int b; int c; int d;
for(a = 1; a <= 10*(10); a++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (b = 1; b <= resetdelay; b++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x08); // Stepper 1, Down
for (c = 1; c <= resetdelay; C + + ); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (d = 1; d <= resetdelay; d++); // Delay
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}

for (int w = 1; w < delay; w + + ) ;
// Go back up
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
int e; int f; int g; int h;
// -1 to compensate for extra movement
for(e = 1; e <= 10*(10); e++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (f = 1; f <= resetdelay; f++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x0A); // Stepper 1, Up
for (g = 1; g <= resetdelay; g++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (h = 1; h <= resetdelay; h++); // Delay

}
}
// Move doubler
if (aDlg.m_doublerstartf >= aDlg.mdoublemowf)

// Go up

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00); // All off to start
int i; int k; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg.m_doublerstartf - aDlg.m_doublemowf); j-H-)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0xl0);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x30); // Stepper 2, Up
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAJl)OxlO);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}

}
if (aDlg. m doublerstartf < aDlg. m doublemowf)

// Go down

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO); // All off to start
inti; intk; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(aDlg. mdoublemowf - aDlg.mdoublerstartf); j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (i = 1; i <= resetdelay; i++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x20); // Stepper 2, Down
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (1 = 1; 1 <= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
// Go down extra
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int a; int b; int c; int d;
for(a = 1; a <= 10*(10); a++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
for (b = 1; b <= resetdelay; b++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUcharfm Pport, (UCHAR)0x20); // Stepper 2, Down
for (c = 1; c <= resetdelay; C + + ); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (d = 1; d <= resetdelay; d++); II Delay

}
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for (int zz = 1; zz < delay; zz++);
// Go back up
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxOO);
int e; int f; int g; int h;
// -1 to compensate for extra movement
for(e = 1; e <= 10*(10); e++)

// All off to start

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0xl0);
for (f = 1; f <= resetdelay; f++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUcharfmPport, (UCHAR)0x30); // Stepper 2, Up
for (g = 1; g <= resetdelay; g++); // Delay
DIPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxlO);
for (h = 1; h <= resetdelay; h++); // Delay

}
}
// Save current positions:
m lasem owf = aDlg. mlaserstartf;
mlaserstartf = aDlg. mlaserstartf;
mdoublemowf = aDlg.mdoublerstartf;
mdoublerstartf = aDlg.m_doublerstartf;
m laserendf = aDlg. mlaserendf;
mintDirection = aDlg.mintDirection;
m loopsf = aDlg.mloopsf;
m avgsf = aDlg.mavgsf;
m laserstepf = aDlg. mlaserstepf;
mjpulsecountscan = aDlg. m_pulsecountscan;
// Laser and doubler are now reset.
if (aDlg.m laserstepf != 0)

{
// Re-initialize sum
for (int ss = 0; ss<=1206; ss++)

{
m_intSum[ss] = 0;

>
for (int sss = 0; sss<=1200; sss++)

{
m_intDisplaySum[sss] = 0;

}
// Reset display array
for(unsigned wb = 0; wb < 8195; wb++)
m_intDisplayData[wb] = 0;

}
// Execute the following the number of times indicated by the user
for (int loop = 1; loop <= aDlg.m loopsf; loop++)

{
// Do nothing if step size is zero
if (aDlg.m laserstepf != 0)

{
// Variable to count how much laser has moved
double x = 0;
// Loop digitizing, summing and moving laser and doubler
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for (int i = 0; i <= (aDlg.mlaserendf - aDlg.m laserstartf) /
aDlg.m laserstepf; i++)

{
// Loop digitizing and summing m avgsf times
for (int w = 1; w <= aDlg.m avgsf; w++)

{
if (aDlg. m_pulsecountscan == 0)

{
// Digitize:
// Display sum:
mdisplaysum = 1;
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"DIG CHANl\n",
10, &m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi,
(ViBuf)M
WAV:DATA?\n", 10,
&m_uintSize);
viRead(m_visVi, (ViBuf)m_chRawData,
8200, &m_uintSize);
m_chRawData[m_uintSize]=0;
for (unsigned r=0; r<8200; r++)
m_chRawData[r] =
2*m_chRawData[r];
//attempt to store data
DataStore(m_cliRawData);
ScaleDataO;
// Done digitizing.
// Sum between target lines
for (int j = m intLeftT; j <=
mintRightT; j++)

{
if (aDlg. m intDirection
== 1) // Positive direction

{
// Add values above the horizontal target line
if
(m_intDisplayData[ j + (
m intDataScrollPosition *
300 ) ] >=
mintHorizontalT)

{
m_intSum[i+6] += (m_intDisplayData[ j + ( m intDataScrollPosition * 300 ) ] m intHorizontalT);

}
}

if (aDlg. m intDirection
== 0) // Negative direction

{
// Add values below the horizontal target line
if
(m_intDisplayData[ j + ( m intDataScrollPosition * 300) ] < m intHorizontalT)

{
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m_intSum[i+6] += (m_intHorizontalT - m_intDisplayData[j +
( m intDataScrollPosition * 300 ) ]);

}
}
}
}

// Sum completed

if (aDlg.m_pulsecountscan =

1)

{
mthreshold = 1;
// Set to display pulse counts
// Digitize:
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"DIG
CHANl\n", 10, &m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi,
(ViBuf)"WAV:DATA?\n", 10,
&m_uintSize);
viRead(m visVi, (ViBuf)m chRawData,
8200, AmuintSize);
m_chRawData[m_uintSize]=0;
for (unsigned r=0; r<8200; r++)
m_chRawData[r] =
2*m_chRawData[r];
for ( unsigned ic = 0; ic <
(8200); ic+ + )

{

if ( mchRawData[ic+10]
<0)
m_intData[ic] =
m_chRawData[ic+10] + 256;
else
mintData[ic] =
m_chRawData[ic+10];

}
// Check each element to see if it exceeds threshold:
if(aDlg. mintDirection — 1)

{
for ( unsigned kb = 0; kb < ( 8195 ); kb++)

{
if(m_intData[ kb ] >= m intHorizontalT)
m_intDisplayData[kb] += 1;

}
}
if(aDlg. m intDirection = 0)

{
for (unsignedbb = 0; bb < 8195; bb++)

{
if (m_intData[bb] <= m intHorizontalT)
m_intDisplayData[bb] += 1;

}
}
}
}
if (aDlg.m_pulsecountscan — 0)
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{
// Set OnDraw to display summation plot:
mdisplaysum = 1;
// Make array for display and update all views:
m_intDisplaySum[i] = m_intSum[i+6];

}
// Update screen after averaging.
SetModifiedFlagO;
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL, NULL);
// Digitization and summing was done m avgsf times
// Move laser by one step:
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int ii; int k; int 1; int jjj;
for(ijj = 1; jjj <= 10*(aDlg.m_laserstepf); jjj++)

// All off

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (ii = 1; ii <= resetdelay; ii++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x0A);
// Stepper 1, Up
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (1 = 1; 1<= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay
x += 0.1;

}
// Laser was moved one step
// Move doubler according to equation:
double count = 0;
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int iii; int kk; int 11; int jj;
forQj = 1; jj <= 10*(m_constant + m_linear*x +
m_quadratic*x*x + m_cubic*x*x*x - m doublerstartf); jj++)

// All off

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0xl0);
for (iii = 1; iii <= resetdelay; iii++); // Delay
DIPortWritePortUcharfm Pport, (UCHAR)0x30);
// Stepper 2, Up
for (kk = 1; kk <= resetdelay; kk++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0xl0);
for (11 = 1; 11 <= resetdelay; 11++); // Delay
count+=0.1;

}
mdoublerstartf += static_cast<float>(count);
// Doubler has moved accordingly

// End of loop digitizing, summing and moving laser and doubler
// Move laser and doubler back to starting position
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// If we're not on the last loop:

if (loop != aDlg.m loopsf)

{
// Move laser back down(10 extra then back up)
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int a; int b; int c; int d;
for(a = 1; a <=10*(x + 10); a++)

// All off

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (b = 1; b <= resetdelay; b++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x08);
// Stepper 1, Down
for (c = 1; c <= resetdelay; C + + ); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (d = 1; d <= resetdelay; d++); // Delay

}
for (int pp = 1; pp < delay; pp++);
// Laser moved back down, including 10 extra.
// Move laser back up 10, compensating for extra movement
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00); // All off
int eye; int k; int 1; int j;
for(j = 1; j <= 10*(10);j++)

{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (eye = 1; eye <= resetdelay; eye++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x0A);
// Stepper 1, Up
for (k = 1; k <= resetdelay; k++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x02);
for (1 = 1; 1<= resetdelay; 1++); // Delay

}
// Laser is back to starting value
// Move doubler back down, +10 extra
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00); // All off
int ii; int kk; int 11; int jj;
for(jj = 1; jj <= 10*(m_doublerstartf - aDlg.m doublerstartf+

10); jj++)
{
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (ii = 1; ii <= resetdelay; ii++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x20);
// Stepper 2, Down
for (kk = 1; kk <= resetdelay; kk++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x00);
for (11 = 1; 11 <= resetdelay; 11++); // Delay

}
for (int uu = 1; uu < delay; uu++);
// Doubler has moved down, with additional 10
// Move doubler back up to starting value,
// compensating for additional movement:
DlPortWritePortUcharfmJPport, (UCHAR)0x00);
int iii; int kkk; int 111; int jjj;
for(jjj = 1; jjj <= 10*(10); jjj++)

{
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// All off

DIPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0xl0);
for (iii = 1; iii <= resetdelay; iii++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)0x30);
// Stepper 2, Up
for (kkk = 1; kkk <= resetdelay; kkk++); // Delay
DlPortWritePortUchar(m_Pport, (UCHAR)OxlO);
for (111 = 1; 111 <= resetdelay; 111++); // Delay

}
// Doubler has moved back up to start, with
// compensation for expected extra movement

}
// Above was executed if we weren't on the last loop
// Save values:
mdoublerstartf = aDlg. mdoublerstartf;
// Laser and doubler moved back to start another loop
// The scope of 'x' ends here.

}
// This section was skipped if the step size entered was zero

}
// The above was executed the number of times specified by the user (loops)
// Beep to indicate scan is done
Beep(NULL, NULL);
if (m_pulsecountscan == 1)

{
// Save display data back to data array so it can be serialized:
for (unsigned pb = 0; pb < 8195; pb++)
m_intData[pb] = m_intDisplayData[pb];

}
// Display dialog to change name of textfile
CSaveastextdlg aDlg;
aDlg.m filename = m_filename;
if(aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK)

{
mfilename = aDlg.mfilename;
if (m_pulsecountscan == 0)
SaveTo( mintDisplaySum, m filenam e);
// Saves array in a .txt file for display in a spreadsheet
if (m_pulsecountscan == 1)
SaveTo(m_intDisplayData, m filename);

}
}
// The above was executed when 'okay' was hit

}

The "SumOptions" command, which switches the display to show the summation:
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Click to display previously calculated sum
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaSumoptions()

{

// Set OnDraw to display sum
mdisplaysum = 1;
ScaleData();
SetModifiedFlagO;
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL, NULL);

}
The "Zoomin'1command, which increases the horizontal size of the summation
displayed:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaZoomin()

{
// Zoom in horizontally
m zoom += 1;
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}
The "ZoomOut" command, which decreases the horizontal size of the summation
displayed:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaZoomout()

{

// Zoom out horizontally:
if (m zoom > 1)

{

m_zoom-= 1;

}
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}
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The "DisplayScope" command, which switches the display to show the digitized
image:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaDisplayscope()

{
// Set OnDraw to show last digitized image
mdisplaysum = 0;
ScaleData();
SetModifiedFlagO;
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL, NULL);

}
The "MakeNote" command, which brings up a dialog for the user to input their
own notes, then displays them on the screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnEditMakenote()

{

// Allow user to type in their own notes
CTextDialog aDlg;
// Local dialog object
// Initialize values in edit boxes
aDlg.m textlinel = m textlinel;
aDlg. m textline2 = m_textline2;
aDlg.m_textline3 = m_textline3;
aDlg. m_textline4 = m_textline4;
aDlg.m_textline5 = m_textline5;
if (aDlg.DoModalO == IDOK)

{

// Set text lines in doc to those in dialog box
m textlinel = aDlg.m textlinel;
m_textline2 = aDlg. m textline2;
m_textline3 = aDlg. m textline3;
m_textline4 = aDlg. m_textline4;
m_textline5 = aDlg.mtextline5;
// Show on screen
SetModifiedFlagO;
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL, NULL);

}

}

The "DigitizeAverage" command, which digitizes a set number of images from
the oscilloscope, averages them, and displays the result on the PC screen:
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void CHPVISADoc.:OnHpvisaDigitizeaverage()

{
m displaysum = 0;

// Make sure data from scope is displayed

// clear temporary array
for (unsigned q = 0; q <= 8195; q++)
m_intDatatemp[q] = 0;
for (int n = 1; n <= mintaverages; n++)

{
// Digitize
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"DIG CHANl\n", 10, &m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)"WAV:DATA7\nM
, 10, &m_uintSize);
viRead(m_visVi, (ViBuf)m_chRawData, 8200, &m_uintSize);
m_chRawData[m_uintSize]=0;
for (unsigned r=0; r<8200; r++)
m_chRawData[r] = 2 *m_chRawData[r];
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < (8200); i+ + )

{
if ( m_chRawData[i+10] < 0 )
m_intData[i] = m_chRawData[i+10] + 256;
else
m_intData[i] = m_chRawData[i+10];

}
// add up data in temp array
for (unsigned w = 0; w < 8195; w++)
m_intDatatemp[w] += m_intData[w];
// delay to ensure scope updates before next shot
for(unsigned delay = 0; delay < 5000000; delay++);

}
// store back in Data array for eventual display
for ( unsigned j = 0; j < (8195); j+ + )
m_intData(j] = mintDatatemp[j]/m_intaverages;
// copy to display array
for ( unsigned jj = 0; jj < (8195 ); jj+ + )
mintDisplayDataQj] = mintDataQj];
ScaleData();
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}

The "Averages" command, which displays a dialog for the user to input the
number of images to average when the "DigitizeAverage" command is used;
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void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaAverages()

{
// create dialog object
CAverageDlg aDlg;
// initialize number of averages in dialog box:
aDlg. maverages = mintaverages;
if (aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK) // when 'okay' is pressed

{
// Set number of averages to number in dialog box:
mintaverages = aDlg.maverages;

}

}
The "Timebase" command, which displays a dialog for the user to input a
timebase and displays the time between the two vertical target lines on the screen:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaTimebase()

{
// Set display to show delta t
mintDisplaytimebase = 1;
// create dialog object
CTimebaseDialog aDlg;
// initialize time/div in dialog box;
aDlg. mftimebase = mftimebase;
if (aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK)

// when 'okay' is pressed

{
// Set time/div to number in dialog box:
mftimebase = aDlg. mftimebase;

}
}

The "LeftLock" command, which toggles whether the absolute position of the left
target line is frozen when data is scrolled page by page:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnLefttlock()

{
if (mintLeftTLock == 0) // If left target line is unlocked

{
m intLeftTLock = 1;
// Set it to locked
// Save Left target line's scroll position:
mintLeftTScrollPosition = mintDataScrollPosition;

}
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else

{

// If it's locked
m intLeftTLock = 0;

// Set it to unlocked

}

}
The "SetDelay" command, which displays a dialog for the user to change the
amount of time between instructions given to the stepper motors:
void CHPVISADoc: :OnSteppermotorsSetdelay()

{
// create dialog object
CDelayDialog aDlg;
// Load previous delay to dialog box
aDlg.m delay = delay;
aDlg.mresetdelay = resetdelay;
if (aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK) // when 'okay' is pressed

{
// Set delay in .doc to delay typed in by user
delay = aDlg.mdelay;
resetdelay = aDlg.mresetdelay;

}
}

The "SaveTo" function, which saves the currently displayed array as a twocolumn text file:
// Dumps array into two column .txt file
void CHPVISADoc: :SaveTo( int a[], CString filename)

{

ofstream out(filename+".txt");
if(!out){
return;

}
if (m displaysum ==1)

{
for(int i = 0; i < 1200; i++)

{
out« i « " " « a[i] « M
\nH;

}
}
if (m displaysum — 0)

{
for(int j = 0; j < 8000; j++)
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{
out«

j « " " « a[j] « "\n";

}
}

out.close();
return;

}
The "SaveAsText" command, which displays a dialog for the user to input a file
name and saves the currently displayed array as a two-column text file;
void CHPVISADoc::OnFileSaveastext()

{
if (m displaysum == 1)

{
// Display dialog to change name of textfile
CSaveastextdlg aDlg;
aDlg.mfilename = mfilename;
if(aDlg.DoModal() = IDOK)
mfilenam e = aDlg.mfilename;
SaveTo( m intDisplaySum, m file n a m e );
// Saves array in a .txt file for display in a spreadsheet

}
if (m displaysum == 0)

{
// Display dialog to change name of textfile
CSaveastextdlg aDlg;
aDlg. mfilenam e = mfilename;
if(aDlg.DoModal() = IDOK)
m filenam e = aDlg.mfilename;
SaveTo(m_intDisplayData, m filename);
// Saves array in a .txt file for display in a spreadsheet

}

}
The "CountPulses" command, which displays a dialog for the user to input the
number of pulses to count, and runs the pulse counting mode of the program.
void CHPVISADoc: :OnHpvisaCountpulses()

{

// Display Pulse counting dialog box
CPulseCountingDialog aDlg;
// Initialize #of counts variable
aDlg.m_pulsecounts = mjpulsecounts;
// Execute when OK is hit:
if(aDlg.DoModal() = IDOK)

{
// Reset display array
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for(unsigned w = 0; w < 8195; w++)
m_intDisplayData[w] = 0;
mthreshold = 1; // Set to display pulse counts
for(unsignedj = 0; j < aDlg.m_pulsecounts/10; j++)

{
//

Dummy loop to make screen update less often:
for(unsigned dummy = 0; dummy < 10; dummy-H-)

{
// Digitize:
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)M
DIG CHANl\nH, 10, &m_uintSize);
viWrite(m_visVi, (ViBuf)M
WAV:DATA?\n", 10, &m_uintSize);
viRead(m_visVi, (ViBuf)m_chRawData, 8200, &m_uintSize);
m_chRawData[m_uintSize]=0;
for (unsigned i=0; K8200; r++)
m_chRawData[r] = 2*m_chRawData[r];
for ( unsigned i = 0; i < (8200); i++)

{
if ( m_chRawData[i+10] < 0 )
m_intData[i] = m_chRawData[i+10] + 256;
else
m_intData[i] = mchRawData[i+10];

}
// Check each element to see if it exceeds threshold:
for ( unsigned k = 0; k < ( 8195 ); k++ )

{
if (aDlg. mjpulsecounts < 201)

{

if (m_intData[ k ] >= mintHorizontalT)
m_intDisplayData[k] += 200/aDlg.m_pulsecounts;

}
if (aDlg. m_pulsecounts > 200)

{
if (m intData[ k ] >= m intHorizontalT)
m_intDisplayData[k] += 1;

}

}
}// End of dummy loop
//mark the document as dirty
SetModifiedFlagO;
//update the view
UpdateAllViews(NULL, NULL ,NULL);

}
m_pulsecounts = aDlg.m_pulsecounts;
// Save display data back to data array so it can be serialized:
for (unsigned p = 0; p < 8195; p++)
m_intData[p] = m_intDisplayData[p];
// Display dialog to change name of textfile
CSaveastextdlg aDlg;
aDlg. m filenam e = mfilename;
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if(aDlg.DoModal() == IDOK)

{
mfilename = aDlg.mfilename;
SaveTofmintDisplayData, m filename);

}

}

}
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